
Specific Gun Control Legislation
We need common sense gun reforms so that our children feel safe at 
school every day.  This includes background checks, capacity limits, and 
closing the Charleston loophole. 

State Expansion of Medicare/ Medicaid
The first step to addressing public health is to ensure the public has 
healthcare to pay for medical care, vaccines, and testing.  With the federal 
government paying 90% of the cost of Medicaid expansion and many 
states experiencing net state budget savings after expanding Medicaid, this 
is an easy first step.  We need expanded healthcare access for every 
citizen, across every income level.  

Women’s Right to Choose
Families must have access to healthcare, and often reproductive health 
services may be a woman's only healthcare provider.  We cannot allow 
restrictions and limitations to impact not only women's right to choose, but 
her health as well.  

Equal Rights Amendment
Too many Americans still face sex-based discrimination, and the ERA is 
an necessary action to clarify our laws and take a stand for equal 
opportunity and protection.  Whether we follow Justice Ginsburg's call to 
begin the movement again or push the Senate to remove the deadline on 
ratification, this is an important Amendment for our nation. If our federal 
government fails to make progress on this, our state legislature must be 
willing and ready to carry the mantle for equal rights protections in South 
Carolina.

How to improve Education for All 
For too long, politicians have told teachers and educators what was best for 
education.  Our teachers must lead the state's Education Oversight 
Committee and our state must commit to supplementing teacher salaries to 
recruit new teachers and retain the amazing educators already in the field.  

Charter vs Public Schools
In some situations, public charter schools can provide an opportunity for 
children to thrive. In particular, schools set up specifically to address 



children who need special intervention can be reasonable.  But there must 
be more oversight and accountability.  Private school Vouchers are never 
acceptable. 

Seismic Testing, Offshore Drilling and related coastal infrastructure
Tourism is our state's leading economy, built largely on the beauty and 
environmental health of our coastline.  We know the oil infrastructure alone 
will destroy our beautiful coastline, not to mention the impact of inevitable 
spills during transport.  During my time as the Folly City Administrator, Folly 
has been a plaintiff challenging the federal government's oil exploration 
leases, worked with state legislators of both parties on the budget proviso 
prohibiting oil infrastructure, and used our voice to speak out and educate 
on the dangers of offshore drilling.  The Energy Information Administration 
reports that 2019 is the first year that renewable energy consumption 
topped coal consumption for the first time in more than 130 years.  Let's 
build on this amazing progress instead of jeopardizing our wildlife, our 
coastline, and our economy on the fuel of last century.  

Sincerely yours,
Spencer Wetmore 


